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Neuromuscular disorders: 
outcomes in gene therapy and ethics



Topic discussed

• Aspiro clinical trial results presented at WMS October 2019

• Two recent deaths in MTM boys recruited in the latest higher cohort 

• General aspects related to AAV gene therapy for children with 

neuromuscular conditions

























AAV gene therapy brings novel and unique ethical issues:

- One-off therapy 
- Early cohorts 
- Youtube therapeutic misconception
- Conflict of interests



Children recruited in dose finding, dose escalating studies

• Children in low cohorts unlikely to have the same level of benefit 
as children receiving the optimal dose. They may have no benefit

• At variance with other therapies, these children cannot be re-
dosed, i.e. receive another AAV administration at the optimal 
dose

• However safety of high doses is unknown as some of these doses 
may have never been used before in the human



Durability of AAV in skeletal muscle

• Dilution of the AAV vector following muscle growth



Is AAV a “one in a lifetime treatment”?

• Considerations for informed consent (and assent…)

• Uncertainty on how long treatment will last for, and what to do 
if loss of therapeutic efficacy after several years 

• Implication for recruitment of treated patients in future 
clinical trials

• Optimal timing window for intervention (in myopathies): 
 early and better preserved muscle ? 
 or late with less dilution effect of the transgene?



Role of social media



Youtube therapeutic misconception
Best responders stories propagated; less good news do not travel equally far
Families see these youtube stories as benchmarks  therapeutic misconception



Conflict of interests

• Physicians may be misguided by the therapeutic misconception 
or in some instances have financial conflict of interest

• Some families have set up companies for initiating AAV gene 
therapy for their children (Lorenzo’ oil trail)

• Pressure on affected children in these families

• Some advocacy groups very tightly associated with biotech 
companies, including financial involvement

• Some advocacy groups propose to control recruitment into 
clinical trials



Incredibly dynamic times for neuromuscular AAV therapeutic 
developments
Size of response to intervention will be transformative for 
patients, especially if treated early

Unique ethical issues for which we need to be
prepared
Further work required to identify best way to
manage some of the adverse events observed in a
proportion of children receiving AAV gene therapy
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